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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

THOUGHT OF THE WEEK: “A significant revolution of modern times is not industrial or economic or 
political, but the revolution which is taking place in the art of creating consent among the governed...Within the 
life of the new generation now in control of affairs, persuasion has become a self-conscious art and a regular 
organ of popular government. None of us begins to understand the consequences, but it is no daring prophecy 
to say that the knowledge of how to create consent will alter every political premise. Under the impact of 
propaganda, not necessarily in the sinister meaning of the word alone, the only constants of our thinking have 
become variables. It is no longer possible, for example, to believe in the cardinal dogma of democracy, that the 
knowledge needed for the management of human affairs comes up spontaneously from the human heart. Where 
we act on that theory we expose ourselves to self-deception and to forms of persuasion that we cannot verify. It 
has been demonstrated that we cannot rely upon intuition, conscience, or casual opinion if we are to deal with 
the world beyond our reach.”   – Walter Lippmann of the 'New York World' in his volume "Public Opinion, 1922" page 248.      

UN PACT: PEOPLE WORLDWIDE OPPOSE IMMIGRATION By Peter West
  The evil globalist UN Migration pact is now in. https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/un-migration-conference-morocco-1.4938985  

“A majority of UN states adopted on Monday a non-binding global pact to better handle migrant flows, 
Morocco's foreign minister said, though fewer governments joined than had previously worked on the 
proposal. Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita announced the decision as host of the UN conference in 
Marrakesh. There was no formal vote. In July, all 193 UN members except the United States finalized the so-
called Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration to better handle migration. Since then, the 
text has come under fire from mostly right-wing European politicians, who say it could increase immigration 
from African and Arab countries. At least six European Union members — mostly in formerly Communist 
Eastern Europe — have shunned the accord. It was not immediately clear how many countries were in 
Marrakesh. The UN had put the number of governments registered late on Sunday at more than 150.”

  That’s 150 nations destined to bite the dust, Germany style. But, despite this, world opposition to immigration 
is growing: https://www.amren.com/news/2018/12/many-worldwide-oppose-more-migration-both-into-and-out-of-their-countries/

“As the number of international migrants reaches new highs, people around the world show little appetite 
for more migration – both into and out of their countries, according to a Pew Research Center survey of 27 
nations conducted in the spring of 2018. Across the countries surveyed, a median of 45% say fewer or no 
immigrants should be allowed to move to their country, while 36% say they want about the same number 
of immigrants. Just 14% say their countries should allow more immigrants. (Those who said no immigrants 
should be allowed volunteered this response.) In Europe, majorities in Greece (82%), Hungary (72%), Italy 
(71%) and Germany (58%) say fewer immigrants or no immigrants at all should be allowed to move to their 
countries. Each of these countries served as some of the most popular transit or destination countries during 
Europe’s recent surge in asylum seekers. (In several countries, most disapprove of how the European Union 
has handled the refugee issue.) People in other countries around the world hold views similar to those in 
Europe. Large majorities in Israel (73%), Russia (67%), South Africa (65%) and Argentina (61%) say their 
countries should let in fewer immigrants. In every country surveyed, less than a third say their nation should 
allow more immigrants to enter. Worldwide, a record 258 million people lived outside their country of birth 
in 2017, up from 153 million in 1990. Their share of the global population is also up, reaching 3.4% in 2017, 
compared with 2.9% in 1990.”          ***
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     Once the Swedes were Vikings, but now they just 
want to die. To die as a people, first get rid of one’s 
cultural symbols, and the biological/genetic dissolution is 
easy:

https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/12/christmas-called-winter-celebration-in-

swedish-media-and-the-swedes-are-sick-of-it/ 

“So Christmas is now called ‘winter celebration’ in 
Malmö? There you have it… Waiting to open my 
‘winter presents’ lying under the ‘winter tree’.  
The offending published report was by Sydsvenskan, 
and described how Malmö is preparing for Christmas 
celebrations amidst the need for more security than 
in the past. They moved the celebration from Gustaf 
Adolf Square to larger Stortorget Square.  
The newspaper chose to call it “winter celebration” 
instead of Christmas and it has not gone over with 
members of the Swedish public. 
“So Christmas is now called ‘winter celebration’ in 
Malmö?”, user Nätsäkerhetsexpert tweeted. “Waiting 
to open my ‘winter presents’ lying under ‘winter tree'”, 
one user said sarcastically.
“Is this the first time a newspaper non-ironically uses 
the word ‘Winter Celebration’ for Christmas in a news 
piece?”, user Alexander TixE queried.
“Who wants to celebrate Scanian winter anyway? 
Dark, +3C, wet snow and wind blowing at 13 m/s”.

  Well, at least there is a little resistance, from individuals 
while institutions are much like this:

“Domestic. During the Church of Sweden’s meeting 
in November, the Sweden Democrats’ critical 
initiative on dropping calls to prayer was voted 
down, reports the Christian newspaper The Day. 
Among the arguments of the other participants was 
the opportunity for more people to meet the “love of 
Allah.” The Church committee is the highest decision-
making body of the Swedish Church. Prior to the 
November meeting, the Sweden Democrats, who had 
24 mandates, had suggested that the Church of Sweden 
should have a critical attitude towards the Islamic 
prayer call. However, the motion was voted down by 
a large majority. 206 voted against and 26 for. Among 
those who argued against the motion was Artemis 
Lumarker from Open Church, a nomination group 
within the Swedish Church.
“Imagine how amazing it would be that more people 
could encounter the love of Allah and God, and what 
we get out of the meeting with each other,” he said, 
according to The Day, and also claimed that SD is 
trying to “dehumanize” other people….
Social Democrat Isak Öhrlund explained, on the other 
hand, that the Church should be “a progressive and 
open force” in society, writes The Day, and therefore 
one cannot be critical of prayer calls.”

  But, if these Swedes feel like this, why bother having a 
Christian church at all, or is that the plan? Just get it over 
with.       ***

NO CHRISTMAS IN SWEDEN By Richard Miller

YET ANOTHER EUROPEAN CRISIS By Richard Miller
     What has Europe done to deserve such rapid 
destruction, coming unstuck on all fronts?
https://www.barrons.com/articles/europe-economic-crisis-is-coming-51545951011? 

  Oh, I found a neat summary of this tale of economic 
woe to make life easier for our long-suffering eyes:

“Summary: Europe faces a huge future recession not 
because of intermediate factors like falling imports, 
but because its consumer spending is falling. The 
“yellow vests” could not wish for a better exoneration: 
the regulatory, class warfare based tax-and-spend 
welfare state ran out of money to steal from the 
wealthy alone, and so has begun to take from the 
middle class in order to support its diversity underclass 
(mostly Roma/Pakistanis, Muslims, Africans, Turks, 
Eastern Europeans). This means that people have less 
money and their daily expenses are higher, which 
drives down consumption. It took a few decades to 
see the results, but now we are at the point where 
government has dried up the well of its own citizens, 
who are most likely supplementing their purchases 
with more barter, gardening, and under-the-table cash 

jobs in order to avoid the dying economy. Just as in the 
Soviet Union, where people turned first to the black 
market or trades with neighbors, people in the West 
now know that the big shiny box stores belong to the 
very wealthy and the diversity underclass which has 
redistributed money to spend in them. It turns out that, 
much like both totalitarianism and democracy reveal 
a common principle in Crowdism, both Communism 
and Keynesian entitlements-based social democracies 
share a similar central theory in the idea of class 
warfare driven tax-and-spend welfare states, and that 
not surprisingly, they fail the same way. The coming 
European economic burnout will parallel the downfall 
of the Soviet Union in the late 1980s, paving the way 
for its eventual capitulation.”

  The same forces that are now destroying Western 
Europe, and leading to the desperate protests by the 
French “deplorables” in the yellow vest movement 
will also hit sleepy Australia in the near future. It will 
be interesting to see how the land of the long weekend 
responds to the removal of the hedonism which has kept 
the population dumb and docile for so long.  ***
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MIGRATION AND THE EASE OF DISEASE By Peter Ewer
     Unvaccinated children is more than enough to send 
the mainstream normie media into hysteria. But, what 
about diseases brought into countries by migrants? On 
this, the immigration fanatics are silent, after of course 
squarking “racism.” But, race has nothing much to do 
with it, as disease organism do not discriminate.

https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-12-29-media-buries-the-truth-about-illegal-

immigrants-disease-hiv.html

“Here’s a great example of the mainstream media 
distorting information to promote a liberal agenda, 
an act that is especially pervasive when it comes to 
immigration coverage. A story published by NBC 
News, and reiterated by various other outlets, claims 
illegal immigrants don’t bring disease into the United 
States. The headline reads: “Migrants don’t bring 
disease. In fact, they help fight it, report says.” The 
article focuses on a study commissioned by a medical 
journal called The Lancet and University College, 
London. The finished product is titled “Global patterns 
of mortality in international migrants: a systematic 
review and meta-analysis” and one of the researchers, 
Dr. Paul Spiegel, proclaims that migrants spreading 
disease is a “false argument” used to keep them out. 
The editor of The Lancet said; “In too many countries, 
the issue of migration is used to divide societies and 
advance a populist agenda.”
Nevertheless, buried deep in the news article the 
reporter offers this important nugget from the study, 
only after writing that migrants are less likely than 
people in their host countries to die of heart disease, 
cancer, respiratory diseases and other ills: “The 
exceptions are hepatitis, tuberculosis and HIV.” Last 
we checked those are deadly diseases and Judicial 
Watch has interviewed medical experts that confirm 
illegal immigrants do indeed pose a serious public 
health threat to the U.S. by bringing dangerous 
diseases into the country. This includes tuberculosis, 
dengue and Chikungunya. Just last month a prominent 
physician in a key border state warned that the caravan 

streaming north from Honduras will undoubtedly 
bring infectious diseases into the U.S. Among them 
are extremely drug resistant strands of tuberculosis 
and mosquito-borne diseases such as dengue and 
chikungunya that are widespread in the region.
The same week Judicial Watch published the story 
about the caravan health threat a major newspaper 
reported on the health crisis created by the influx 
of Venezuelans fleeing to neighboring countries. 
The migrants are spreading malaria, yellow fever, 
diphtheria, dengue, tuberculosis and AIDS throughout 
South America. Many of the diseases had been 
considered eradicated in the neighboring Latin 
American countries, according to government officials 
cited in the article, which states that “contagion from 
Venezuela’s economic meltdown is starting to spread 
to neighboring countries—not financially, but literally, 
in the form of potentially deadly diseases carried 
among millions of refugees.” As an example, the story 
reveals that “measles reappeared with a vengeance” 
in a Brazilian city near the Venezuelan border that 
had declared the highly contagious airborne disease 
“vanquished” nearly two decades ago. “Measles is 
already spreading beyond the Brazilian Amazon to 
other Brazilian states, as well as Colombia, Peru and 
as far south as Argentina, according to recent Pan 
American Health Organization reports,” the article 
states. “Other diseases racing through communities 
in Venezuela are now crossing borders and raising 
concerns among health authorities as far away as the 
U.S.”

  Open borders immigration, which is presently 
championed by the new class elites in each Western 
country, will open the West to these sorts of diseases and 
collapse the health care systems, with runaway medical 
expenses. Is this what the elites want? Well, they have the 
money to get the medical care they need, but you and me, 
have to hope for the best in the public health care system.  
       ***

     The yellow vest movement should be of interest to us, 
because it seems to be a grassroots revolt, unfortunately 
one involving violence, which is not our way, we being 
concerned with the gentle art of changing minds, not 
cracking heads. Nevertheless, the movement has now 
posed a clear and present danger to globalism, because 
contrary to many predictions, the yellow vests are not 
being hung up, and if anything, more are appearing: 

“Economists in the European Union are scrambling 
to fix an impending economic meltdown following a 
shock plunge in Germany and France. The two leading 
EU countries suffered a dramatic economic slump after 

YELLOW VESTS BURN IT ALL DOWN BY Richard Miller
a business survey of the two countries was released. 
Emmanuel Macron and Angela Merkel were hit by 
weaker than expected figures, with fears that the two 
so-called "engines of Europe" could in fact drag down 
the bloc. France and Germany dragged down eurozone 
growth as the weaker-than-expected data caused the 
euro to plummet in value against the US dollar and GB 
pound. It was the eurozone's weakest quarter of growth 
since early 2013. According to the figures from IHS 
Markit, France's private sector has "ground to a halt". 
Economists have blamed the slump in France on the 
recent protests and violent riots.   ***
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RACE WAR AUSTRALIAN STYLE By James Reed
     Ok, people will dismiss what I say, but what about 
quoting from the majestic Channel Nine News. Ah! 
Channel Nine, I have been with you since the days of 
Graham Kennedy, and I remember seeing his infamous 
crow segment that caused so much controversy at the 
time, but is so silly and mild by today’s standards, or lack 
of them. But, my NEWS-ravaged brain is wandering in 
shock mode … oh, race war …

https://www.9news.com.au/2018/12/31/14/15/
vietnamese-sudanese-race-war-conflict-melbourne-gang-blood-drill-killers

“There will be huge conflict. We need to take action."
That's the ominous warning from a masked 
Vietnamese teenager. He's among many in his 
Melbourne community who've vowed revenge on the 
Sudanese after a string of brazen daylight assaults at 
shopping strips. In a bombshell interview, the young 
man reveals what's led to the escalating tensions 
between the two minority groups in the suburbs.
"We must mass protest right now, and band together 
and hurt any African youths in our way," he told A 
Current Affair from a secret location in the city's 
north-west. A Current Affair has also obtained 
exclusive vision of vicious assaults on the shopping 
strips which have stoked ethnic tensions. 

     Years ago Eric Butler wrote an article in On Target 
stating that if faith without works is death, James 2:26 
then works without faith leads to death too. Prayer is a 
key part of the battle to preserve freedom, truth, justice 
and democracy. I urge readers to say this prayer daily:

O Lord our God arise, Scatter our enemies
And make them fall.

Confound their politics, Frustrate their knavish tricks,
On Thee our hope we fix, God save us all.    Amen

  This is the second verse of ‘God Save the Queen’, 
our former National Anthem. Prayer is the start of the 
battle, now follow up the prayer with action – write 
a letter, make a phone call, send an email, organise a 
public meeting in your local town hall once a month. 
There is local government, state government and federal 
governments to deal with. Some Social Crediters in 
Victoria made this last action work back in the 1970's. 
May your prayers and action bear much fruit this year. 
     Tom Dolling

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

     Another challenging year is ahead which will need to 
be met with dedicated action from our readers.  To keep 
you informed of the events as they unfold, it is essential 
to have regular distribution of information.  This is 
supplied, not only from our trusted journals  
“On Target” and the “New Times Survey” but also 
through the electronic media on the League website.  The 
latter carries daily updates as well as in-depth discussions 
recorded for your viewing as “Forums”.  All of this 
information is there for you to further distribute. 
     A federal election is due in the first half of this year 
and the pundits are advocating a win for the Shorten ALP 
team.  If that happens we can expect a major push to 
end our Constitutional Monarchy method of government 
which has provided a level of stability, seldom 
experienced in Republics.  A large field of Independent 
candidates is likely to contest the election and it will be 
necessary to sort those who will best be able to bring 
influence on the republic and other matters, to whichever 
party forms government.
     While the election will be a main focus of attention, 
there will be other issues too and the League “machine” 
requires financial support to continue its vital role.
     The Basic Fund was launched in October last year 
with an aim of $60 000.  Some contributions have 
arrived but we hope with the holiday season over and 
the return of regular journals, that our readers will take 
the opportunity to provide support.  May I thank you in 
anticipation.   -- Ken Grundy, National  Director

Anger between minority groups has been escalating 
steadily in recent months, with violence repeatedly 
erupting in St Albans and at St Kilda and Chelsea 
beach. 

     Come the economic/social/political collapse, these 
will be the new warlord rulers of what was once 
'Australia'. Oh, you think that I am exaggerating, or 
having an anxiety attack. You will talk about the milk 
of human kindness, and how humans as social beings 
ultimately cooperate and love each other. But, unlike 
most people calling themselves 'Christians', I believe 
in original sin, which cannot be cured by any diet of 
pseudo-socialism or flaccid liberalism.  ***

BASIC FUND APPEAL FOR 2019


